A series of webinars featuring speakers from Jacksonville and the UNF Community.

All sessions for the Fall 2020 Semester are on Wednesdays from Noon-1:00 p.m. with the exception of “How to Research Local Black History,” which is on Friday at Noon.

For more information or to register for each event visit our website.

Wednesday, August 26
Ax Handle Saturday
Rodney Hurst
Taking account of the long journey for human rights.

Wednesday, September 9
Reading James Weldon Johnson in Jacksonville
Paige Perez and Keith Cartwright
What’s at stake in reading our most accomplished public figure.

Wednesday, September 23
Jacksonville Consolidation
Ben Frazier
How white supremacy went metro to keep its stranglehold on Jacksonville.

Wednesday, October 7
Baobab Black Arts/ Creative Writers Forum
Yvette Angelique and Lizz Straight
Imagination alive… Arts to help us cross the chasm.

Wednesday, October 21
Black Society in Spanish Florida and the Digital Archive
Jane Landers
A different pattern of race and relations in Florida and beyond.

Wednesday, November 4
Felon Disenfranchisement
Natasha Christie
The disproportionate impact of felon disenfranchisement laws on communities of color.

Friday, November 13
How to Research Local Black History
A roundtable discussion hosted by UNF’s Digital Humanities Institute. Note: This webinar is on Friday at Noon.